
HOW TO WRITE OUTLINES FOR RESEARCH PAPERS

Once you've decided what topic you will be writing about, the next thing you should pay attention to is the scope of your
paper or what you will be including in .

This paragraph or section might include a literature review surveying the current state of knowledge on your
topic or simply a historical overview of relevant information. Start your paper with a general. Introduction:
First paragraph. In the main body, you present your arguments and ideas, and in conclusion, you introduce
general results of your research. Fact, a good thesis statement can outline your paper for you. You have chosen
your topic, written a thesis. If making outline is a part of your assignment, follow the instructions you were
given. Proofread final paper carefully for spelling, punctuation, missing or duplicated words. Outlines can be a
helpful tool format for research paper outline when you're trying to organize your thoughts for an essay or
research paper. You want the readers to read your paper especially after the research you have conducted and
materials you have gone through. For an excellent source on English composition, check out this classic book
by William Strunk, Jr. Creating an Outline for an Essay. Sample Thesis Statement: Because of their income
deficit Smith, and general susceptibility to depression Jones, , students who drop out of high school before
graduation maintain a higher risk for physical and mental health problems later in life. Writers are encouraged
to make their papers comprehensive. Minor topics could include specific work environments, job satisfaction
in various fields, and correlation between depression and chronic illness. Sample Minor Point: A sample
minor point of the previous major point employment and physical health might address worker injury or the
frequent lack of health insurance benefits offered by low-paying employers. Conclusion Your conclusion both
restates your paper's major claim and ties that claim into a larger discussion. Get someone else to read it over.
By focusing on a. Research paper outline example Regardless of the core idea, your outline should have an
introduction, where you give some background information about your topic, relevance of your research and
thesis statement. These may come in the form of statistics, examples from your sources, or supporting ideas.
Are all sources properly cited to ensure that I am not plagiarizing? Download a research paper example online,
as it may greatly help you to build a proper structure; Use lively language. Download Free Research paper
outline example to know the proper outline format. O This section of your paper gives the reader the basic
information he or she needs to. In your pre-writing activities, you had to define the audience for yourself â€”
you had to understand who would be interested in reading your paper.


